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1point tasks
1. display

purpose

fire

time

a) at; b) on; c) in; d) by.
2. Choose the noun that collocates with the following adjectives:
accurate, correct, false, useful, fresh, uptodate
a) friend; b) job; c) information; d) style.
3. I’ve got a rash on my stomach. Any ideas what to do?
a) It might be a good idea to see a doctor. It could be something serious.
b) Be sure to smile. c) It really suits you. d) Thanks. You’ve made my day!
4. My boss told me that I am going to get a pay … next month!
a) slip; b) up; c) rise; d) ascent.
5. Choose one of the three word forms to complete the following sentences and
choose the option that represents them.
1) George is definitely a __________ man – he has so many friends and
acquaintances.
A) social; B) sociably; C) sociable; D) socially.
2) He is ____________ and ready to help anyone in need.
A) reliable; B) relying; C) relyant; D) relieful.
3) When it comes to _______ situations, George always acts quite
________.
A) danger, bravely; B) dangerious, bravly;
C) dangerous, bravely; D) dangerous, brave.
a) B, A, C; b) C, A, C; c) D, C, A; d) B, D, B.
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6. Which sentence has the verb with the meaning close to that of the phrase in
bold and underlined?
They’re both very nice—I can’t make up my mind which one to choose.
a) I demand to see the manager. b) Why did you decide to look for a new job?
c) Could you try to persuade him to do it a bit faster?
d) We are expecting him to arrive today.
7. Cross out the unnecessary word in each sentence.
1) I like the gift which my brother gave it to me.
2) His welltrained dog obeyed in every command.
3) She lacks in the patience needed to be a teacher.
a) the, every, the; b) it, in, in; c) which, well, to; d) to, in, to.
8. Choose the appropriate reply to the following remarks:
— Unfortunately, our aunt won’t come to our wedding party.
— … . We’ll meet her in our country house, in less than a week.
a) Don’t mind; b) Don’t mention it; c) Mind your words; d) Never mind.
9. A thickskinned person is someone who … .
a) isn’t fit; b) pays no attention to others’ opinion;
c) has tanned complexion; d) gets upset very easily.
10. Find the word to match the definition: ‘a store that sells food, books,
newspapers, stationery and often stays open 24 hours a day’.
a) cleaner’s shop; b) chemist’s shop; c) stationer’s shop; d) convenience shop.
11. Read the description of a museum. Who may be interested in visiting it?
A visit to this museum “All about the city’s river” includes a 40minute ride in a
huge boat – at great speed! You can also have your photo taken during the trip
– but don’t even think about trying to take your own. You’ll be too wet.
a) Someone who likes horseriding;
b) Someone who is keen on large vehicles and machines;
c) Someone who likes speedy cars;
d) Someone who is fond of swimming.
12. Which occupation is associated with the following words?
operating theatre, blood pressure, anesthesia, bandage
a) surgeon; b) actor; c) police officer; d) conductor.
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13. Choose the sentence with the word which has the meaning opposite to that
of the underlined word in bold.
Tim has not been very polite to his friend.
a) She seems to be a smart girl, let’s invite her to work here.
b) Ann was very excited about opening her presents.
c) Whatever happens, try to remain calm.
d) There’s no need to be rude to your family.
14. Chatting with your friends, you may use emails. To write an address, you
always use the @ symbol. Do you know how to pronounce it correctly?
a) in; b) out; c) at; d) on.
15. Which verb has a close meaning to the underlined word combination in bold?
You should never spend all the money you earn, but always put something by for
a rainy day.
a) hide; b) save; c) throw away; d) drop.

3point tasks
16. Which sight(s) is/are not located in London?
1
2

3

a) 1; b) 2,4; c) 2; d) 3.
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17. Which of the words naming the picture is the odd one out?
a)
b)

c)

d)

18. The verb ‘drop round’ in the following sentence means:
I thought I’d drop round while I was passing.
a) maintain the same speed;
b) visit someone without arranging a particular time;
c) continue doing something;
d) find a way out.
19. Decode the word and complete the following idiom, which means ‘wish for
good luck’.
Keep one’s ______________ crossed
3=n
,,
1

The word to complete means:
a) piece of furniture;
b) part of the body;
c) part of the house;
d) piece of writing.
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20. Choose the correct idiom (AB) portrayed by the picture below, then match
it with the correct meaning (13) and choose the option (ad) that represents
the correct match.
A – split hairs;
B – divide hairs;
1. change the hairstyle;
2. argue over trifling things;
3. have a quarrel over some serious matters;

a) A1; b) A2; c) B3; d) B1.
21. Which part of the body is mentioned in the idiom “get somebody off your …”?

a)

b)

c)

d)

22. Read the advertisement and choose the appropriate option.
BUSES
TO THE CITY CENTRE
LEAVE THIS BUS STOP
EVERY 15 MINUTES
a) You can get buses to the centre from here four times in an hour.
b) It takes a quarter of an hour to get to the city center by bus from here.
c) It will be fifteen minutes before a city center bus leaves from this stop.
d) It takes no more than half an hour to get to the city centre and back.
23. At the beginning of the 19th century during the Halloween festival trickor
treaters (children in costumes who travel from house to house) received
mostly … .
a) candies and nuts; b) fruit and nuts; c) candies and fruit; d) only candies.
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24. There are lots of cathedrals and abbeys in Great Britain, but one of them is
a very famous one, as every English king and queen has been crowned there.
Which one is it?
a) St. Paul’s Cathedral;
b) Westminster Abbey;
c) Durham Cathedral;
d) York Minster.
25. Do you know that the longest escalator at any Underground station of the
London Tube is nearly 200 feet long (197 feet to be more exact) which is at
Angel, in Islington, on the Northern line. How long is this escalator if you
measure it in meters?
a) about 40m;
b) about 60m;
c) about 80m;
d)about 120m.

5point tasks
26.Everybody knows about Halloween. Choose the flag of the country which is
believed to be the birthplace of this festival.
a)

b)

c)

d)
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27. The Crown jewels in the United Kingdom are displayed in … .
a) the courtyard of Buckingham Palace;
b) Trafalgar Square;
c) The Tower of London;
d) Westminster Abbey.
28. How many words can you find in the 7letter word ‘therein’? You can’t
rearrange any of the letters.
a) 6; b) 8; c) 10; d) 11.
29. The Union Jack is the UK’s flag. Its design has the elements of the flags of
different parts of the United Kingdom. But one part is NOT represented! Which
one is it?

a) Scotland; b) England; c) Wales; d) Ireland.
30. The Queen owns all these birds in the United Kingdom. If you kill this bird, you
will pay a large sum of money or stay in prison for half a year. Which bird is it?
a)
b)

c)

d)

